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Abstract
In an n dimensional vector space, any tensor which is antisymmetric in
k > n arguments must vanish; this is a trivial consequence of the limited
number of dimensions. However, when other possible properties of tensors,
for example trace-freeness, are taken into account, such identities may be
heavily disguised. Tensor identities of this kind were first considered by
Lovelock, and later by Edgar and Ho¨glund.
In this paper we continue their work. We obtain dimensionally de-
pendent identities for highly structured expressions of products of (2,2)-
forms. For tensors possessing more symmetries, such as block symmetry
Wabcd = Wcdab, or the first Bianchi identity Wa[bcd] = 0, we derive iden-
tities for less structured expressions.
These identities are important tools when studying super-energy ten-
sors, and, in turn, deriving identities for them. As an application we
are able to show that the Bel-Robinson tensor, the super-energy tensor
for the Weyl tensor, satisfies the equation TabcyT
abcx = 1
4
δ
x
yTabcdT
abcd in
four dimensions, irrespective of the signature of the space.
PACS: 04.20.Cv
1 Introduction
The natural language for general relativity in four dimensions, and with a space
having Lorentzian signature, is spinors [13]. The dimension and signature is
built into the spinor formalism, and this is both its strength and its weakness.
Many important relations are obvious or easy to derive in spinors, while their
tensor counterparts are more difficult.
However, if we want to go beyond four dimensions and/or use metrics with
signatures other than Lorentzian, the tensor formalism is the usual choice at
hand. So in these spaces other means to obtain such important relations have
to be used. One method for deriving tensor relations that has proven useful is
to exploit so called “dimensionally dependent identities” [3, 7, 11, 12].
This method is built around the process of antisymmetrizing over more ar-
guments than the number of dimensions of the space. It was first considered by
David Lovelock in the late 1960’s [11, 12], when he drew attention to a set of
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apparently unrelated tensor identities used in general relativity. He managed
to show that they were all special cases of two basic identities, both having a
very simple structure. Lovelock gave two theorems, and showed that they were
consequences of the dimension alone.
Lovelock’s work has recently resurfaced and his theorems have been gener-
alized by Edgar and Ho¨glund [7]. We will continue their work, and show how
their ideas can be used in proving a set of relations for highly structured tensor
expressions.
Some of the four-dimensional results presented here are already known in
the special case of a space with Lorentz signature, and are more or less trivial in
the spinor formalism. However, by considering such relations in tensors instead,
we are guided in the derivation of the corresponding tensor relations. This
knowledge may then be used when trying to prove, or refute, the existence of
analogous tensor relations in higher dimensions [8].
A wide class of tensors that have been shown to be significant in both four
and higher dimensions are the super-energy tensors; see [14] and references
therein. One example is the Bel-Robinson tensor [1], which was originally con-
structed in four dimensions as the super-energy tensor for the gravitational field.
However, it has subsequently been used in, e.g., eleven dimensional supergravity
theories [6].
In addition, Bergqvist [2] has shown that, in four dimensions, certain prop-
erties of super-energy tensors are investigated more easily using the equivalent
super-energy spinors.
As an application of the identities we derive, we show how to obtain a
quadratic identity for the Bel-Robinson tensor,
TabcyT
abcx =
1
4
δxyTabcdT
abcd (1)
by purely tensorial means.
In this paper we will make use of the abstract index notation as defined
in [13]. We also introduce the convention that T is any tensor, without any
specified trace or symmetry properties. U will always symbolize a trace-free
(2,2)-form . That is,
Uabad = 0 Uabcd = U[ab]cd = Uab[cd]. (2)
V will be taken to be a block symmetric, trace-free (2,2)-form , hence
V abad = 0 Vabcd = V[ab]cd = Vab[cd] Vabcd = Vcdab. (3)
Finally, W will stand for a Weyl candidate. A Weyl candidate is a four index
tensor with all the algebraic properties of the Weyl tensor, and thus
W abad = 0 Wabcd =W[ab]cd =Wab[cd] Wabcd = Wcdab Wa[bcd] = 0. (4)
The last relation of (4) is often referred to as the first Bianchi identity . Note
that nothing is said about the differential properties of W . Note also that each
class is a special case of the one before, and hence, results obtained for U will
apply to both V and W etc.
Their counterparts without the trace-free property will be represented by U,
V and W respectively.
2
2 Basic quadratic identities
In this section we will follow [13] and adopt the convention that TAa1 denotes
a tensor which, in addition to the free index a1, has an arbitrary free index
configuration of upper and/or lower indices A.
In an n-dimensional vector space, we have
TA[a1 δ
b2
a2
δb3a3 . . . δ
bn+1
an+1]
= 0, (5)
since the left hand side is antisymmetric in more indices than the dimension of
the space. By taking more indices explicitly into the antisymmetrization we are
able to obtain other identities, which contain fewer deltas,
TA[a1...ak δ
bk+1
ak+1
δbk+2ak+2 . . . δ
bn+1
an+1]
= 0. (6)
Such identities would only involve the antisymmetric part of T with respect to
the explicit indices. However, when T itself is antisymmetric in these indices,
equation (6) will give us an identity with fewer deltas than (5), but without
losing any part of T .
The arguments work equally well for (k, l)-forms. Hence,
TAa1...ak
[b1...blδbk+1ak+1δ
bk+2
ak+2
. . . δ
bn+1]
an+1 = 0 (7)
when l ≥ k.
These ideas have been thoroughly investigated, and the next theorem is due
to [7].
Theorem 2.1 In an n-dimensional space let TAa1...ak
b1...bl = TA[a1...ak]
[b1...bl]
be trace-free on its explicit indices. Then
TA[a1...ak
[b1...blδbl+1ak+1 . . . δ
bl+d]
ak+d]
= 0 (8)
where d+ k + l ≥ n+ 1 and d ≥ 0. ⋄
Proof Antisymmetrizing over k + l + d ≥ n+ 1 indices, we have
0 = TA[a1...ak
i1...ilδbl+1ak+1 . . . δ
bl+d
ak+d
δb1i1 . . . δ
bl
il]
(9)
= TA[a1...ak
i1...ilδ[bl+1ak+1 . . . δ
bl+d
ak+d
δb1i1 . . . δ
bl]
il]
(10)
Since T is trace-free on explicit indices, this reduces to
0 = TA[a1...ak
i1...ilδ[bl+1ak+1 . . . δ
bl+d
ak+d]
δb1i1 . . . δ
bl]
il
(11)
The theorem follows by absorbing the deltas. ⋄
Since we will restrict our discussions to (2, 2)-forms in four dimensions, Theorem
2.1 will not be exploited to its full extent. In this special case, we have
Corollary 2.2 Let Uabcd be a trace-free (2,2)-form. In four dimensions,
U [ab[cdδ
x]
y] = 0. (12)
⋄
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We will now derive three identities, which we will use frequently throughout
the rest of this paper. They are all simple but elegant consequences of Corollary
2.2. The most compact presentation of each of these identities is for trace-free
forms; but as will be seen, alternative presentations are possible without the
trace-free condition.
Our first result is one of the identities considered by Lovelock [12]. We give
the proof in detail since it illustrates the basic idea.
Theorem 2.3 Let Uabcd be a trace-free (2,2)-form. In four dimensions
UxbcdU
cd
yb =
1
4
δxyU
ab
cdU
cd
ab (13)
⋄
Proof By Corollary 2.2 we have
U [ab[cdδ
x]
y] = 0. (14)
Expanding the left hand side gives 36 terms. Using the antisymmetries of U ,
this is reduced by a factor 4 to 9 terms:
0 = Uxbydδ
a
c + U
xb
cyδ
a
d + U
ax
ydδ
b
c + U
ax
cyδ
b
d −
−Uxbcdδ
a
y − U
ax
cdδ
b
y − U
ab
ydδ
x
c − U
ab
cyδ
x
d +
+Uabcdδ
x
y . (15)
Multiplication by U cdab and using the trace-free property yields
−4UxbcdU
cd
yb + δ
x
yU
ab
cdU
cd
ab = 0. (16)
⋄
Note that if equation (14) is multiplied by Uab
cd instead, we get
UxbcdUyb
cd =
1
4
δxyU
ab
cdUab
cd. (17)
If Uabcd is also block symmetric, then (17) will of course be equal to (13).
Now, suppose that Uabcd is the trace-free part of some (2,2)-form Uabcd, and
defined by the equation
Uabcd = Uabcd −
2
(n− 2)
(
ga[cUd]b − gb[cUd]a
)
+
2
(n− 2)(n− 1)
Uga[cgd]b (18)
where Uab = U
k
akb and U = U
k
k. We may then substitute Uabcd for (18) in
(13), and we have
Corollary 2.4 In four dimensions
U
xb
cdU
cd
yb + UU
x
y − 2U
x
cU
c
y − 2U
xb
ydU
d
b = (19)
1
4
δxy
(
U
ab
cdU
cd
ab + UU− 4U
b
dU
d
b
)
for any (2,2)-form Uabcd. ⋄
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If in addition, the tensor is block symmetric, we are able to derive
Theorem 2.5 Let Vabcd be a trace-free, block symmetric (2,2)-form. In four
dimensions
V xbcdV
bcd
y =
1
4
δxyV
a
bcdV
bcd
a (20)
⋄
The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.3 and therefore omitted.
The result may also be found with slightly more work by considering the identity
V [a[bcdδ
x]
y]Va
bcd = 0, (21)
which holds by Theorem 2.1.
In the same way as for Theorem 2.3 we may think of Vabcd as the trace-free
part of a block symmetric (2,2)-form Vabcd. We have
Corollary 2.6 For any block symmetric (2,2)-form Vabcd,
Vabc
x
V
acb
y − V
x
aV
a
y − V
xc
ybV
b
c +
1
2
V
x
yV = (22)
1
4
δxy
(
Vabc
d
V
acb
d − 2V
c
bV
b
c +
1
2
VV
)
⋄
This relation will prove to be useful in Section 6.
The next lemma is a bit different; it is concerned with an expression with
four free indices.
Lemma 2.7 (Index switch) Let Uabcd be a trace-free (2,2)-form. In four di-
mensions
2U b[wcyU
x]c
zb =
1
2
UwxbcU
bc
yz −
1
4
δ[wy δ
x]
z U
ab
cdU
cd
ab (23)
⋄
Proof Consider the identity
U [wb[cdδ
x]
y]U
cd
zb = 0. (24)
Expansion and use of equation (13) gives
0 = −
1
4
δxy δ
w
z U
ab
cdU
cd
ab +
1
4
δwy δ
x
zU
ab
cdU
cd
ab −
−UwxcdU
cd
yz + 2U
bw
cyU
xc
zb − 2U
bx
cyU
wc
zb, (25)
which is (23). ⋄
Note that relation (23) may be put in the form
U bwcyU
xc
zb = U
bx
cyU
wc
zb +
1
2
UwxcdU
cd
yz −
1
4
δ[wy δ
x]
z U
ab
cdU
cd
ab. (26)
Hence it may be interpreted as a switch of the abstract indices w and x.
This lemma will be an invaluable tool in proving Lemma 6.2, which in turn,
is essential in showing one of our main results, Theorem 7.2.
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3 Chains of trace-free (2,2)-forms
There are some very highly structured product constructions for (2, 2)-forms.
We will call them chains because of the way the tensors are linked to each
other. We will call the number of participating tensors in a chain the chains
length .
Definition 3.1 (Chain of the zeroth kind) An expression of the form
Twxc1d1T
c1d1
c2d2T
c2d2
c3d3 · · ·T
cm−2dm−2
cm−1dm−1T
cm−1dm−1
yz︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
(27)
where indices w, x, y and z are free, is said to be a chain of the zeroth kind
of length m and is written T
0
[m]wxyz. ⋄
Theorem 3.2 Let Uabcd be a trace-free (2,2)-form. In four dimensions
U
0
[m]xbyb =
1
4
δxyU
0
[m]abab (28)
⋄
Proof The proof is by induction over the number of factors. We know that the
case m = 2 is true by equation (13). Assume that (28) holds for m = k− 1 ≥ 2.
Consider the identity
U [ab[cdδ
x]
y]U0
[k − 1]cdab = 0. (29)
Expansion gives,
0 = Uabcdδ
x
yU
0
[k − 1]cdab + (30)
+(Uxbydδ
a
c + U
xb
cyδ
a
d + U
ax
ydδ
b
c + U
ax
cyδ
b
d)U
0
[k − 1]cdab +
+(−Uxbcdδ
a
y − U
ax
cdδ
b
y − U
ab
ydδ
x
c − U
ab
cyδ
x
d )U
0
[k − 1]cdab
After renaming dummy indices we are left with
δxyU
ab
cdU
0
[k − 1]cdab = 4U
xb
cdU
0
[k − 1]cdyb − 4U
xb
ydU
0
[k − 1]cdcb (31)
However, the last term of equation (31) vanishes since,
UxbydU
0
[k − 1]cdcb = U
xb
ydδ
d
bU
0
[k − 1]caca = 0 (32)
The first equality of (32) holds by the induction hypothesis, and the second one
follows from the trace-free property. Thus we are left with
δxyU
ab
cdU
0
[k − 1]cdab = 4U
xb
cdU
0
[k − 1]cdyb (33)
which is (28). ⋄
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Definition 3.3 (Chain of the first kind) An expression of the form
Twc1yd1T
d1c2
c1d2T
d2c3
c2d3 · · ·T
dm−2cm−1
cm−2dm−1T
dm−1x
cm−1z︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
(34)
where indices w, x, y and z are free, is said to be a chain of the first kind of
length m, and is written T
1
[m]wxyz. ⋄
Note that when T is a (2, 2)-form U, we see directly from the definition that
U
1
[m]wxyz = U
1
[m]xwzy (35)
Theorem 3.4 Let Uabcd be a trace-free (2,2)-form. In four dimensions
U
1
[m]xbby =
1
4
δxyU
1
[m]abba (36)
⋄
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 with only slight mod-
ifications. From (13) we know that (36) holds in the case m = 2. Assume that
it holds for m = k − 1 ≥ 2, and consider the identity
U [ab[cdδ
x]
y]U1
[m− 1]dcba = 0. (37)
Expanding this relation gives
0 = Uabcdδ
x
yU
1
[k − 1]dcba + (38)
(Uxbydδ
a
c + U
xb
cyδ
a
d + U
ax
ydδ
b
c + U
ax
cyδ
b
d)U
1
[k − 1]dcba +
+(−Uxbcdδ
a
y − U
ax
cdδ
b
y − U
ab
ydδ
x
c − U
ab
cyδ
x
d )U
1
[k − 1]dcba
We see directly that two of the terms on the second row disappear because of
the trace-free property. If we rewrite the rest of the terms, using property (35)
and renaming dummy indices, we have
δxyU
ab
cdU
1
[k − 1]dcba = 4U
xb
cdU
1
[k − 1]dcby − 2U
xb
cyU
1
[k − 1]cddb (39)
The last term of equation (39) vanishes since,
UxbcyU
1
[k − 1]cddb = U
xb
cyδ
c
bU
1
[k − 1]adda = 0 (40)
The first equality of (40) holds by the induction hypothesis, the second one
follows from the trace-free property. Therefore we are left with
δxyU
ab
cdU
1
[k − 1]dcba = 4U
xb
cdU
1
[k − 1]dcby (41)
and the proof is finished. ⋄
Next we are concerned with one kind of broken chain structure. It is a chain of
the zeroth kind, but it includes an element that destroys the ordinary regularity.
Theorem 3.5 In four dimensions, with k > 0 and l > 0,
U
0
[k]xbcdU
de
bfU
0
[m]fcey =
1
4
δxyU
0
[k]abcdU
de
bfU
0
[m]fcea (42)
for all trace-free (2,2)-forms U . ⋄
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Proof Expansion of the identity
U
0
[k]xfabU
[ab
[cdδ
e]
f ]U0
[m]cdye = 0 (43)
yields
0 = U
0
[k +m+ 1]xf yf − 2U
0
[k]xf bfU
0
[m+ 1]beye −
−2U
0
[k + 1]xf bfU
0
[m]beye − 4U
0
[k]xfabU
be
fdU
0
[m]daey (44)
The first three terms are chains of the zeroth kind, and products of chains of
the zeroth kind. Thus, by Theorem 3.2 we have
U
0
[k]xfabU
be
fdU
0
[m]daey =
1
16
δxyU
0
[k +m+ 1]afaf −
−
1
32
δxyU
0
[k]af afU
0
[m+ 1]dede −
1
32
δxyU
0
[k + 1]af afU
0
[m]dede (45)
Taking the trace of equation (45) and multiplication by 14δ
x
y gives
1
4
δxyU
0
[k]cfabU
be
fdU
0
[m]daec =
1
16
δxyU
0
[k +m+ 1]afaf −
−
1
32
δxyU
0
[k]af afU
0
[m+ 1]dede −
1
32
δxyU
0
[k + 1]af afU
0
[m]dede (46)
and the theorem follows. ⋄
The proof immediately gives us a relation between this more complicated ex-
pression and chains of the zeroth kind.
Corollary 3.6 In four dimensions
U
0
[k]xfabU
be
fdU
0
[m]daey =
1
16
δxy
(
U
0
[k +m+ 1]afaf−
−
1
2
U
0
[k]af afU
0
[m+ 1]dede −
1
2
U
0
[k + 1]af afU
0
[m]dede
)
(47)
⋄
In Section 6 we will explicitly use the special case of Theorem 3.5 when k = 1
and m = 2. We therefore give this result as a separate corollary.
Corollary 3.7 In four dimensions
UxbcdU
de
bfU
cf
ghU
gh
ye =
1
4
δxyU
ab
cdU
de
bfU
cf
ghU
gh
ae (48)
⋄
4 Chains of trace-free block symmetric (2,2)-
forms
What happens if the structures of the previous section are disturbed in some
other way? Is it still possible to find identities? In order to investigate these
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questions further we start by looking at a chain of the first kind. For simplicity
we will carry out our arguments in the case when the chain is of length five,
although the results are valid for chains of arbitrary length.
TwbydT
de
bfT
fg
ehT
hi
gkT
kx
iz (49)
Let g and h change places in the third T , we then have
TwbydT
de
bfT
f
he
gT higkT
kx
iz (50)
We shall call such a construction a twist .
From now on, until the end of this section, we will only discuss trace-free
(2,2)-forms enjoying the block symmetric property Vabcd = Vcdab. Since this
class of tensors is a special case of those of the Section 3, any Vabcd will, of
course, obey the results of that section. However, we are able to derive additional
results, originating from the block symmetry.
We immediately see that
V wbydV
de
bfV
f
he
gV higkV
kx
iz = V
wb
ydV
de
bfV
fh
egV
g
kh
iV kxiz . (51)
Thus, twists may move freely along chains, and we may always assume that
the twist is at the end of the chain. We shall write such a chain of length m
as V
t1
[m]wxyz. A chain of length m that contains n < m twists, is denoted by
V
nt1
[m]wxyz.
Assume that we have a chain with two twists. Because of what we stated
above we can further assume that they are on neighboring tensors.
V wbydV
de
bfV
f
he
gV hkg
iV kxiz = V
wb
ydV
de
bfV
fh
egVhk
giV kxiz (52)
By the block symmetry it is clear that the twists cancel. Hence, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Twist reduction) Let Vabcd be a trace-free, block symmetric
(2,2)-form. Then
V
nt1
[m]wxyz = V
t1
[m]wxyz (53)
if the number of twists, n, are odd, and
V
nt1
[m]wxyz = V
1
[m]wxyz (54)
if the number of twists are even. ⋄
Hence, the number of twists reduce to either zero or one, depending on whether
it is even or odd to start with.
Theorem 4.2 In four dimensions,
V
t1
[m]xbby =
1
4
δxyV
t1
[m]abba (55)
for any trace-free block symmetric (2,2)-form V . ⋄
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Proof The proof is analogous to those of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, and
we will therefore leave out some of the details.
Equation (55) is true for m = 2 by Theorem 2.5. Assume it is true for
m = k − 1 ≥ 2, and consider the identity
V [ab[cdδ
x]
y]V1
[k − 2]dibkV
k
ai
c = 0 (56)
Expansion and use of symmetries, trace properties, and induction hypothesis
yields
0 = V
1
[k − 1]aickV
k
ai
cδxy − 4V
xb
cdV
1
[k − 2]dibkV
k
yi
c, (57)
which is the desired result. ⋄
5 Chains of Weyl candidates.
As we pointed out at the beginning of Section 2, Weyl candidates are special
cases of block symmetric (2,2)-forms, and will therefore obey all the results of
both Section 3 and Section 4. But, since Weyl candidates also possess the first
Bianchi identity, Wa[bcd] = 0, we are able to derive an additional result. In order
to do so, we turn our attention to a variant of chains of the zeroth kind.
Let us, in analogy with the previous section, study a chain of the zeroth kind
of length five.
TwxcdT
cd
efT
ef
ghT
gh
ikT
ik
yz (58)
Now, twist f and h in the middle factor,
TwxcdT
cd
efT
e
hg
fT ghikT
ik
yz (59)
We note that this may be rewritten as,
TwxcdT
cd
efT
e
hg
fT ghikT
ik
yz =
−TwxcdT
cd
efT
e
hg
fT hgikT
ik
yz = T
wx
cdT
cd
efT
e
g
f
hT
gh
ikT
ik
yz (60)
Evidently, twists gives rise to elements that break the structure in this case
as well. Chains of the zeroth kind containing such elements are denoted by
T
t0
[m]wxyz.
Lemma 5.1 For any Weyl candidate Wabcd
Wa
e
b
fWef
cd =
1
2
Wab
efWef
cd (61)
⋄
Proof By the first Bianchi identity we have
Wab
ef =
(
Wa
e
b
f −Wa
f
b
e
)
= 2Wa
[e
b
f ]. (62)
And hence
Wa
e
b
fWef
cd = Wa
e
b
fW[ef ]
cd = Wa
[e
b
f ]Wef
cd =
1
2
Wab
efWef
cd (63)
⋄
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Theorem 5.2 For chains of the zeroth kind of any Weyl candidate Wabcd of
length m, with n < m number of twists
W
nt0
[m]wxyz =
1
2n
W
0
[m]wxyz. (64)
⋄
The proof is immediate from Lemma 5.1.
Corollary 5.3
W
nt0
[m]xbyb =
1
4 · 2n
δxyW
0
[m]abab (65)
for chains of Weyl candidates Wabcd with n < m number of twists. ⋄
6 Quartic identities
In this section we will break the chain structures of Section 3 even further.
However, we will specialize our discussion to chains of length four.
Consider an expression of a block symmetric double 2-form
V xcefV
ef
abV
a
cghV
gh
y
b. (66)
This would be a chain of the zeroth kind if b and c changed places in the last
two factors. In order to make the next theorem slightly more general, we will
rearrange this expression. Using the block symmetries, we have
V xcefV
ef
abV
a
cghV
gh
y
b = V xcefVab
efV acghVy
bgh (67)
Lemma 6.1 In four dimensions
UxcefUab
efUacghUy
bgh =
1
4
δxyU
dc
efUab
efUacghUd
bgh (68)
for all trace-free (2,2)-forms Uabcd. ⋄
Proof The main idea is to let a product of two trace-free (2,2)-forms substitute
for V in equation (22). Put
Vabcd = Uab
efUcdef (69)
Since U is a (2,2)-form so is V. In addition V has the block symmetry as well.
For the trace of V we have by equation (17)
Va
b
bd = Ua
befUbdef =
1
4
gadU
cbefUbcef =
1
4
gadV
cb
bc (70)
We may now consider relation (22). However, by virtue of (70) this simplifies
to
0 = −Vabc
d
V
acb
dδ
x
y + 4Vabc
x
V
acb
y (71)
or equivalently
V
x
cabV
ac
y
b =
1
4
δxyV
d
cabV
ac
d
b (72)
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Hence,
UxcefUab
efUacghUy
bgh =
1
4
δxyU
d
cefUab
efUacghUd
bgh (73)
as required. ⋄
For completeness we note that the following substitutions are also possible in
(22). They are all block symmetric and the trace has the property (70).
V
ab
cd = V
i[a
j[cV
b]j
d]i (74)
V
ab
cd = Vj
[a|i|
[cV
b]j
d]i (75)
V
ab
cd = Vij
[a
[cVd]
b]ij (76)
V
ab
cd = Ui
[a
j
b]U i[c
j
d] (77)
The first two yield identical expansions; they may with some effort, and together
with Lemma 2.7, be used to derive Lemma 6.1. The last two merely reproduce
Lemma 6.1 in a more indirect way. Hence nothing new can be found from any
of these.
Lemma 6.2 Let Wabcd be a Weyl candidate. In four dimensions
W xbcdW
de
bfW
fgc
hW
h
egy =
1
4
δxyW
ab
cdW
de
bfW
fgc
hW
h
ega (78)
⋄
Proof We note that expression (78) would be a chain of the first kind of
length four if c and e in the last two factors were interchanged. Start with the
left-hand-side,
W xbcdW
de
bf W
fgc
h︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bianchi
Whegy = (79)
= −W xbcdW
de
bf W
fc
h
gWhegy︸ ︷︷ ︸
lem. 5.1
−W xbcdW
de
bf W
f
h
gcWhegy︸ ︷︷ ︸
lem. 2.7, c↔ e
= (80)
= −
1
2
W xbcdW
de
bfW
fc
ghW
gh
ey + (81)
+W xbcdW
d
eb
f
(
W gehfW
ch
yg +
1
2
W ceghW
gh
fy −
1
4
δ
[c
f δ
e]
y W
ij
klW
kl
ij
)
=
= −
1
2
W xbcdW
de
bfW
fc
ghW
gh
ey +W
xb
cdW
d
eb
fW gehfW
ch
yg + (82)
+
1
2
W xbcd W
d
eb
f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bianchi
W ceghW
gh
fy −
1
8
W xbcdW
bcd
yW
ij
klW
kl
ij =
= −
1
2
W xbcdW
de
bfW
fc
ghW
gh
ey +W
xb
cdW
d
eb
fW egfhW
hc
gy − (83)
−
1
2
W xbcdW
d
b
f
e︸ ︷︷ ︸
lem. 5.1
W ceghW
gh
fy −
1
2
W xbcdW
df
ebW
ce
ghW
gh
fy −
−
1
8
W xbcdW
bcd
yW
ij
klW
kl
ij =
(84)
12
= −W xbcdW
de
bfW
fc
ghW
gh
ey︸ ︷︷ ︸
cor.3.7
+W xbcdW
d
eb
fW egfhW
hc
gy︸ ︷︷ ︸
th.4.2
(85)
+
1
4
W xcbdW
bdf
eW
ce
ghW
gh
fy︸ ︷︷ ︸
lem.6.1
−
1
8
W xbcdW
bcd
y︸ ︷︷ ︸
th.4.2
W ijklW
kl
ij =
= −
1
4
δxyW
ab
cdW
de
bfW
fc
ghW
gh
ea +
1
4
δxyW
ab
cdW
d
eb
fW egfhW
hc
ga (86)
+
1
16
δxyW
a
cbdW
bdf
eW
ce
ghW
gh
fa −
1
32
δxyW
a
bcdW
bcd
aW
ij
klW
kl
ij
Taking the trace of (86) and multiplying by 14δ
x
y gives the lemma. ⋄
It is worth noting that this result may also be found in a slightly different way.
By using only the block- and antisymmetries of a Weyl candidate, together with
Lemma 2.7 several times, we have
W xbcdW
de
bfW
fgc
hW
h
egy = (87)
1
4
W xebdW
bdc
fW
ef
ghW
gh
cy +W
xb
cdW
de
bfWe
hf
gW
gc
hy −
−
1
2
(
W xebdW
bd
cfW
chf
gW
g
ehy +W
xbc
dW
d
ebfW
ef
ghW
gh
cy
)
+
+
(
3
16
W xbcdW
cd
yb −
1
4
W xbcdW
bcd
y
)
W ijklW
kl
ij
The lemma now follows by use of Theorem 2.3, 4.2, 6.1 together with Corollary
5.3 on the right-hand-side. This method requires the Binachi identity only in the
final step (through Corollary 5.3). Therefore, it seems likely that it is possible
to generalize Lemma 6.2 to trace-free block symmetric double 2-forms.
It is of course possible to break the chain structures in other ways, and move
towards more and more general expressions. It may also be possible to derive
identities for such structures, letting new results build on previous ones. We
shall however not pursue this work here, since our results are sufficient for our
purposes in Section 7.
7 Applications
Definition 7.1 (The Bel-Robinson tensor) The Bel-Robinson tensor in
n dimensions can be defined by
Tabcd = CaecfCb
e
d
f + CaedfCb
e
c
f −
1
2
gabCefcgC
ef
d
g −
1
2
gcdCaefgCb
efg
+
1
8
gabgcdCefghC
efgh (88)
⋄
where Cabcd denotes the Weyl tensor. The Bel-Robinson tensor is the super-
energy tensor for the Weyl tensor [14]. It is of interest not only in four di-
mensional general relativity, but has found applications in, among other places,
eleven dimensional super-gravity theories [6].
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It is easy to confirm, using dimensionally dependent identities, that the Bel-
Robinson tensor is trace-free in four dimensions [14], and completely symmetric
in, and only in, four and five dimensions [7, 14]. Hence, in four dimensions
Tabcd = T(abcd) T
k
kcd = 0 (89)
We are now ready to state one of our main results. This, has been known for
some time in the special case when the metric has a Lorentzian signature. It was
first derived by Debever [5] using principal null directions, and later by Penrose
[13] using spinor methods. To our knowledge there does not seem to be a proof
for spaces with metrics of arbitrary signature. However, using dimensionally
dependent identities, we are able to go beyond this special case and give a proof
for metrics of any signature in four dimensions.
Theorem 7.2 In four dimensions
TabcyT
abcx =
1
4
δxyTabcdT
abcd (90)
⋄
Proof Simple substitution yields,
TabcyT
abcx −
1
4
δxyTabcdT
abcd =
2CxbcdC
de
bfC
fg
ehC
hc
gy + 2C
xb
cdC
de
bfC
fgc
hC
h
egy −
−2CabcdC
cd
ebC
e
gh
xCa
gh
y − C
xb
cdC
cd
ebC
ef
ghC
gh
yf +
+
1
2
CabcdC
abcdCexghC
gh
ey +
1
4
δxyC
ab
cdC
cd
ebC
ef
ghC
gh
af −
−
1
16
δxyCabcdC
abcdCefghC
efgh −
−
1
4
δxy
(
2CabcdC
de
bfC
fg
ehC
hc
ga + 2C
ab
cdC
de
bfC
fgc
hC
h
ega −
−2CabcdC
cd
ebC
ef
ghC
gh
af +
1
4
CabcdC
abcdCefghC
efgh
)
. (91)
Using Theorem 2.3 several times on the right-hand-side, this simplifies to
TabcyT
abcx −
1
4
δxyTabcdT
abcd =
2CxbcdC
de
bfC
fg
ehC
hc
gy + 2C
xb
cdC
de
bfC
fgc
hC
h
egy −
−
1
4
δxy
(
2CabcdC
de
bfC
fg
ehC
hc
ga + 2C
ab
cdC
de
bfC
fgc
hC
h
ega
)
. (92)
The first term and the third term cancel by Theorem 3.4, and the second and
the fourth term cancel by Lemma 6.2, and the theorem follows. ⋄
Since we have used only the algebraic properties, it is obvious that the theorem
is true not just for the Weyl tensor, but any Weyl candidate.
We have noted above that Tabcd is completely symmetric in five as well as
in four dimensions. So, a natural question to arise is whether a similar identity
exists in a five dimensional space or not? One can show however, that this
question is answered in the negative [8].
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In the next application we turn our attention to the super-energy tensor of
the Riemann tensor, also known as the Bel tensor. It may be defined in complete
analogy with equation (88) by exchanging Cabcd for Rabcd [14]. The Bel tensor
may be decomposed into four parts,
Babcd = Tabcd +Qabcd + Gabcd + Eabcd (93)
where Tabcd is the Bel-Robinson tensor. We will address Qabcd and Gabcd shortly.
Eabcd is a fairly complicated expression including products of the metric and the
trace-free Ricci tensor. We will not discuss this tensor further, but we note that
in four dimensions, it satisfies [8] the relation
EabcyE
abcx =
1
4
δxyEabcdE
abcd (94)
In four dimensions [4, 8],
Qabcd =
R
6
(Cacbd + Cadbc) (95)
Gabcd =
R2
144
(
4ga(cgd)b − gabgcd
)
(96)
where R denotes the Ricci scalar. They are both easily shown [8] to satisfy a
relation analogous to (94).
From a physical point of view it is reasonable to group the last two terms of
equation (93) together, as done by Bonilla and Senovilla [4],
Babcd = Tabcd +Qabcd +Mabcd (97)
The structure of the spinor formulation of the Bel tensor [2] however, sug-
gests another way of grouping the terms of equation (93),
Babcd = Xabcd + Eabcd (98)
and hence,
Xabcd = Tabcd +Qabcd + Gabcd. (99)
Since Eabcd satisfies (94), it is natural to ask whether there is a similar relation
for Xabcd or not. As our next theorem shows, this is indeed the case.
Theorem 7.3 In four dimensions
XabcyX
abcx =
1
4
δxyXabcdX
abcd (100)
⋄
Proof
XabcyX
abcx = (Tabcy +Qabcy + Gabcy)
(
T abcx +Qabcx + Gabcx
)
=
= TabcyT
abcx +QabcyQ
abcx + GabcyG
abcx +
+TabcyQ
abcx +QabcyT
abcx (101)
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The cross-terms with Gabcd vanishes since Gabcd is essentially the metric, and
Tabcd and Qabcd are trace-free. For the last term, we have
QabcyT
abcx = (102)
=
1
3
R
(
CxbcdC
de
bfCe
fc
y − C
xb
cdC
de
bfC
fc
ey +
1
2
CxbcyCbdefC
cdef
)
.
The first term is a twisted chain of the zeroth kind, and hence we may use
Corollary 5.3. The second term is a chain of the first kind and Theorem 3.4
may be applied. The third term vanishes by Theorem 2.3 and the trace-free
property of Cabcd. Hence,
QabcyT
abcx =
1
12
δxyR
(
−
1
22
C
0
[3]acac − C
1
[3]abab
)
=
1
4
δxyQabcdT
abcd. (103)
A similar argumet holds for the penultimate term of (101). Therefore, by virtue
of Theorem 7.2, and analogous properites of Qabcd and Gabcd, we have
XabcyX
abcx =
=
1
4
δxy
(
TabcdT
abcd +QabcdQ
abcd + GabcdG
abcd + 2QabcdT
abcd
)
=
1
4
δxyXabcdX
abcd (104)
as desired. ⋄
It is also possible to derive a quadratic identity for the full Bel tensor. It has a
slightly different structure however, and is in a sense trivial [8].
8 Summary and discussion
Our main results, besides Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.3, have been the chain
identities
U
0
[m]xbyb =
1
4
δxyU
0
[m]abab (105)
U
1
[m]xbby =
1
4
δxyU
1
[m]abba (106)
V
t1
[m]xbby =
1
4
δxyV
t1
[m]abba (107)
W
nt0
[m]wxyz =
1
2n
W
0
[m]wxyz (108)
where U is a trace-free (2,2)-form, V in addition enjoys block symmetry, and
W is a Weyl candidate. We have also seen that the chain structures may be
broken in different ways, and that it is possible to find identities for the resulting
structures.
There are several possible directions to pursue with those chain-like struc-
tures. One way is to stay with four index tensors in a four dimensional space,
and investigate more and more broken structures. This sort of work may be use-
ful in the study of relations between scalar invariants of, e.g., the Weyl tensor
[9, 10].
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Another direction is to start working with tensors that are not trace-free, and
examine what the identities look like for those. Such calculations are expected
to be lengthy and proper computer tools will be invaluable.
Yet another direction is to increase the number of dimensions and the number
of indices of the participating tensors. This prospect looks promising in that
Lovelock proved [12] a set of identities of the form,
Sa1... am−1xb1... bmS
b1... bm
a1... am−1y =
1
n
δxyS
a1... am
b1... bmS
b1... bm
a1... am (109)
where S is a trace-free (m,m)-form in an n = 2m dimensional space.
It therefore seems very likely that there exist chain identities in higher di-
mensions for tensors with more indices in direct analogy with the relations found
in Section 3. However, it will be possible to form more than just two kinds of
chains.
Suppose, for instance, that n = 6. Then we are able to form three different
kinds of chains,
Sxb1c1d1e1f1S
f1e1d1
d2e2f2S
f2e2d2
d3e3f3 . . . S
fk−1ek−1dk−1
c1b1y (110)
Sxb1c1d1e1f1S
f1e1c2
c1e2f2S
f2e2c3
c2e3f3 . . . S
ek−1fk−1d1
ck−1b1y (111)
Sxb1c1d1e1f1S
f1b2c2
c1b1f2S
f2b3c3
c2b2f3 . . . S
fk−1e1d1
bk−1ck−1y (112)
It may even be possible to find analogies to the twisted or more broken chain
structures of Sections 4 and 5; in particular if we consider tensors with extra
symmetries, e.g., block symmetry or the Bianchi like property Sab[cdef ] = 0.
However, such possibilities needs further investigation.
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